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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.

For Section 9a, Easels,

use Quick Dial #: 821
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Best-Rite’s most popular presentation easel goes wherever it is needed in an office,

classroom, meeting area or conference room. Available in economical Melamine or

durable, magnetic Porcelain steel surfaces.

FOLDING WHEASEL
The same versatility as the Wheasel and the added benefit of Peg holders for

portability, this easel conveniently folds for storage.

ECO WHEASEL
Ideal for small work areas and presentations, the Eco Wheasel

features double-sided melamine easel and folds flat for storage.

◆ Double-sided melamine easel;
surfaces write on-wipe off easily

◆ Folds conveniently for storage

◆ Optional middle tray provides
stability and holds accessories

◆ Includes four 2” locking casters

◆ Includes two wire flip chart holders

◆ Writing surface is 29.8” x 23” (HW)

Eco Wheasel (786)

Double-sided melamine easel folds flat
for storage. It measures 58 x 293⁄4 x 283⁄4”
(HWD) and weighs 35 lbs.......................Call

Optional Tray (786OT)

Measures 231⁄2 x 283⁄4” (WD)...................Call

◆ Two durable, dry erase surfaces clean up easily 

◆ Available in economical unframed melamine

that measures 401⁄4 x 281⁄4” (HW), or durable, 

magnetic framed porcelain steel surface

measuring  391⁄2 x 271⁄4” (HW).

◆ Full-length marker trays and flip chart holders

are included on each side

◆ Lower shelf provides extra storage for

accessories 

◆ Height adjustable in two positions: 581⁄2” or 65”

◆ Includes 2” locking casters for mobility
between rooms

Melamine Wheasel (759)

Unframed melamine surface. 591⁄2 x 283⁄4 x 27”
(HWD), it weighs 51 lbs ...............................................Call

Porcelain Wheasel (770)

Magnetic framed porcelain surface. It measures
591⁄2 x 283⁄4 x 27” (HWD), weighs 61 lbs ..................Call

◆ Includes a middle storage tray, and offers
an optional lower shelf for extra stability
and storage of supplies.

Folding Wheasel (778)

With two durable, unframed melamine
dry-erase surfaces. It measures 58 x 283⁄4 x 27”
(HWD) and weighs 52 lbs ..................................Call

Optional Lower Tray (779)

Measures 283⁄4 x 28.5” (WD) ....................................Call

◆ Two durable, unframed melanine dry erase
surfaces clean up easily.

◆ Two adjustable-height positions: 581⁄2” or 65”

◆ Available in economical unframed melamine
that measures 401⁄4” x 281⁄4” (HW)

◆ Includes 2” locking casters for mobility
between rooms

◆ Full-length marker trays and flip chart
holders are included on each side

Full-width accessory tray Large lower storage tray

Porcelain Wheasel

Folding Wheasel

Eco Wheasel
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SPINNER EASEL
This versatile easel rotates 360° - and doubles as a tabletop easel, floor sign or

children’s easel. Take this portable easel along for a tradeshow, fair, or meeting.

◆ Double-sided magnetic dry-erase surface rotates 360°.

◆ Includes a set of handles for portability.

◆ Legs telescope to adjust in height from 401⁄2-66” high to accom-
modate all users

◆ Also doubles as a handy tabletop easel or floor sign

Spinner Easel (799)

Measures 391⁄2-72  x 27 x 273⁄4” (HWD), weighs 37 lbs .....................Call

STORAGE WHEASEL
The same versatility as the Wheasel with the  added benefit of tubs for storage.

◆Single-sided easel available with melamine

dry-erase or magnetic porcelain steel surface

◆ Both surfaces write-on, wipe-off easily and

can be adjusted to two heights: 581⁄2” or 65”

◆ Includes four clear tubs for storage

◆ Two standard flip chart hooks and two

removable snap-on hooks are included to

hold flip chart pads and pocket charts

Melamine Storage Wheasel (762)

Unframed melamine surface. It measures 581⁄2 x
281⁄2 x 29” (HWD) and weighs 48 lbs ....................Call

Porcelain Storage Wheasel (763)

Magnetic framed porcelain surface. It measures
581⁄2 x 281⁄2 x 29” (HWD) and weighs 55 lbs........Call

Middle Rack (764)

With two additional clear tubs............................Call

TRIPOD EASEL
This adjustable magnetic dry-erase easel may be set at

various heights for tabletop or floor presentations.

◆ Writing surface is magnetic dry-erase and measures 23 x 32” (WH)

◆ Height-adjustable from 62” to 68” for floor use, or at a standard 43”
for tabletop use

Tripod Easel (815)

Adjustable magnetic dry-erase easel measures 43-68” x 26.5” (HW) and
weighs 25 lbs...............................................................................................................................Call

Rotates

360˚!

Portable!

Adjustable!

Adjusts in height for users of all ages
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NEST EASEL
Make a stylish statement with this contemporary black powder coated steel framed

easel. The tubular frame is set away from the dry erase surfaces making it easy to

hold onto for moving between rooms.

Dura-Rite Nest Easel (781)

Dual-side easel with Dura-Rite dry-erase surface. Measures 72 x 311⁄2 x 24” (HWD), weighs 58 lbs...........Call

Porcelain Nest Easel (781P)

Dual-side easel with magnetic porcelain dry-erase surface. 72 x 311⁄2 x 24” (HWD), weighs 69 lbs...........Call

◆ Height adjustable in two positions: 65” or 72”

◆ Black powder coated steel round tubular frame

◆ Double-sided easel with magnetic porcelain or
melamine dry erase surfaces

◆ Writing surfaces measure 391⁄2 x 271⁄4” (HW)

◆ Full-length marker trays hold accessories on
each side

◆ Utilize the perforated steel storage box for
maps, plans, books  or supplies

◆ Includes 2” locking casters and flip chart hooks
on both sides

WOOD PRESENTATION EASEL
Perfect for boardrooms, offices, exhibit booths, the Wood Presentation Easel has a

magnetic markerboard surface is made of sturdy, natural oak construction with

radius corners for safety.

◆ Magnetic markerboard surface

◆ Adjustable height makes viewing easier in a
large meeting room

◆ Includes brass pegs for flip charts

◆ Folds flat for storage

◆ Writing surface is 393⁄4 x 273⁄4” (HW)

Wood Presentation Easel (745)

Measures 691⁄2 x 30 x 311⁄2” (HWD) and weighs 28 lbs .................................................................................................Call

WOOD NEST EASEL
The elegant wood frame of this mobile easel makes it the perfect companion in a

meeting room or conference room.

Melamine Wood Nest Easel
Measures 72 x 35 x 21” (HWD), weighs 56 lbs. Available in Cherry (BR790) and Oak (790OAK) ........................Call

Porcelain Wood Nest Easel
Measures 72 x 35 x 21” (HWD), weighs 60 lbs. Available in Cherry (BR790P) and Oak (790POAK) ....................Call

◆ Height adjustable in two positions: 66” or 72”

◆ Durable wood construction with a Light Oak
or Cherry finish.

◆ Double-sided easel with magnetic porcelain or
melamine dry erase surfaces.

◆ Writing surfaces measure 393⁄4” x 273⁄4” (HW).

◆ Full-length marker trays hold accessories on
each side.

◆ Utilize the lower storage box for maps, plans,
books or supplies.

◆ Includes 3” locking casters and flip chart hooks
on both sides.
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Black tubular steel frames add a high-end, contemporary look

that accents any furniture style. Smooth rounded corners offer

safety for use in a classroom or any meeting area. Move these

versatile boards from room to room on 4” casters (2 locking)

for presentations in any space. Twice the surface in half the

space, these versatile two sided boards go anywhere.

◆ Mobile, double-sided boards are
available in a variety of surfaces

◆ Black powder coated steel round
tubular frame

◆ Boards revolve on a pivot hinge
that locks into place

◆ Stable base design for added safe-
ty

◆ Extra-deep, full-length marker
tray holds accessories

◆ 30 x 40” size ships UPS to save
freight costs

◆ Porcelain steel surfaces double as a magnetic tackboard

Euro Reversible 40” x 30” Boards
Projection Plus (667RUFF): Both sides. 82 lbs ................................................Call

Dura Rite Markerboard (667RUHC): Natural Cork. 68 lbs ........................Call

Dura Rite Markerboard (667RUHH): Both sides. 74 lbs.............................Call

Valu-Rite Chalkboard (667RUAA): Both sides. 74 lbs .................................Call

Valu-Rite Chalkboard (667RUAC): Natural Cork. 68 lbs.............................Call

Porcelain Markerboard (667RUDC): Natural Cork. 71 lbs.........................Call

Porcelain Markerboard (667RUDD): Both sides. 82 lbs.............................Call

Porcelain Chalkboard (667RUEC): Natural Cork. 71 lbs.............................Call

Porcelain Chalkboard (667RUEE): Both sides. 82 lbs .................................Call

Projection Plus (667RUFC): Natural Cork. 71 lbs ...........................................Call

Projection Plus (667RUFD): Porcelain Markerboard. 82 lbs ......................Call

Euro Reversible 4’ x 6’ Boards
Projection Plus (667RGFF): Both sides. 163 lbs ..............................................Call

Dura Rite Markerboard (667RGHC): Natural Cork. 115 lbs.......................Call

Dura Rite Markerboard (667RGHH): Both sides. 115 lbs ...........................Call

Valu-Rite Chalkboard (667RGAA): Both sides. 115 lbs ...............................Call

Valu-Rite Chalkboard (667RGAC): Natural Cork. 155 lbs ..........................Call

Porcelain Markerboard (667RGDC): Natural Cork. 155 lbs ......................Call

Porcelain Markerboard (667RGDD): Both sides. 163 lbs ...........................Call

Porcelain Chalkboard (667RGEC): Natural Cork. 155 lbs...........................Call

Porcelain Chalkboard (667RGEE): Both sides. 163 lbs................................Call

Projection Plus (667RGFC): Natural Cork. 155 lbs .........................................Call

Projection Plus (667RGFD): Porcelain Markerboard. 163 lbs.....................Call

B R E T F O R D
FOLDING DRY ERASE/FLIP CHART EASEL 

You can use either the dry erase surface or the easel with a standard two-hole pad (not included).
A 13⁄4” deep trough holds markers and an eraser (sold separately). The easel folds flat to 41⁄2” deep.
Black powder paint finish on a steel frame.

Folding Dry Erase/Flip Chart Easel (BRCR8504BK)

Measures 291⁄4 x 101⁄2 x 701⁄4” (WDH), weighs 48 lbs .....................................................................................201.95

Marker Kit (BRWMK1GM)

A kit consisting of four dry-erase markers (red, green, blue, black), cleaner, an eraser and a holder
tray with a magnetized back. White finish. Tray dimensions are 193⁄4 x 1 x 3” (WDH). Weighs 2 lbs.



DELUXE REVERSIBLE BOARDS
Roll these boards into any classroom, boardroom or

meeting room for presentations and training. The

two-sided boards are available in a variety of surface

combinations including printed graphic surfaces.

Boards revolve on a pivot hinge that locks into place.

◆ Get twice the board surface
into half the space

◆ Stable base design for added
safety

◆ Includes full-length tray with
safer rounded corners

◆ Porcelain surface is magnetic
for added versatility

◆ Heavy-duty aluminum or
solid wood frames available

◆ 40” x 30” size ships UPS to
save on freight costs
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Platinum Reversible 40” x 30” Boards
Porcelain Markerboard (669RUDC): Natural Cork. 68 lbs

Porcelain Markerboard (669RUDD): Both sides. 72 lbs

Dura Rite Markerboard (669RUHC): Natural Cork. 80 lbs

Dura Rite Markerboard (669RUHH): Both sides. 65 lbs

Porcelain Chalkboard (669RUEC): Natural Cork. 100 lbs

Porcelain Chalkboard (669RUEE): Both sides. 100 lbs

Valu-Rite Chalkboard (669RUAC): Natural Cork. 80 lbs

Valu-Rite Chalkboard (669RUAA): Both sides. 80 lbs

Projection Plus (669RUFC): Natural cork. 100 lbs

Projection Plus (669RUFF): Both sides. 100 lbs

Projection Plus (669RUFD): Porcelain Markerboard. 76 lbs

Platinum Reversible  4’ x 6’ Boards
Porcelain Markerboard (669RGDC): Natural Cork. 166 lbs

Porcelain Markerboard (669RGDD): Both sides. 186 lbs

Dura Rite Markerboard (669RGHC): Natural Cork. 132 lbs

Dura Rite Markerboard (669RGHH): Both sides. 120 lbs

Porcelain Chalkboard (669RGEC): Natural Cork. 164 lbs

Porcelain Chalkboard (669RGEE): Both sides. 165 lbs

Valu-Rite Chalkboard (669RGAC): Natural Cork. 120 lbs

Valu-Rite Chalkboard (669RGAA): Both sides. 128 lbs

Projection Plus (669RGFC): Natural cork. 160 lbs

Projection Plus (669RGFF): Both sides. 160 lbs

Projection Plus (669RGFD): Porcelain Markerboard. 173 lbs

Featuring sleek, contemporary design with added

durability and stability, the Platinum Reversible Board

will blend with furnishings in a boardroom, classroom

or meeting area. With twice the surface area of a wall

mounted board, these mobile boards are ideal for

presentations, meetings or training. A variety of

surface combinations add versatility.

◆ Wide base design provides stability and safety.

◆ Porcelain surface option is also magnetic for added versatility.

◆ Boards revolve on a pivot hinge and lock into place.

◆ Perforated steel accent panel and full-length tray can hold
magnets and accessories.

◆ Boards move from room to room on 3” locking casters.

◆ 40” x 30” (HW) unit ships UPS to save on freight costs.

◆ Boards move from room to room on 3” locking casters
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Aluminum
Trim

Wood
Trim

Cherry
Trim

D E L U X E  R E V E R S I B L E  A L U M I N U M  F R A M E

30” x 40” 4’ x 5’ 4’ x 6’

Weight Catalog # Weight Catalog # Weight Catalog #

Porcelain Markerboard-Both sides 55 lbs. 668ACDD 129 lbs. 668AFDD 138 lbs. 668AGDD

Porcelain Markerboard-Natural Cork 69 lbs. 668ACDC 118 lbs. 668AFDC 130 lbs. 668AGDC

Dura-Rite Markerboard-Both sides 55 lbs. 668ACHH 82 lbs. 668AFHH 89 lbs. 668AGHH

Dura-Rite Markerboard-Natural Cork 69 lbs. 668ACHC 118 lbs. 668AFHC 118 lbs. 668AGHC

Porcelain Chalkboard - Both sides 55 lbs 668ACEE 129 lbs 668AFEE 138 lbs. 668AGEE

Porcelain Chalkboard - Natural Cork 69 lbs. 668ACEC 118 lbs. 668AFEC 130 lbs. 668AGEC

Valu-Rite  Chalkboard - Both sides 55 lbs. 668ACAA 89 lbs. 668AFAA 89 lbs. 668AGAA

Valu-Rite  Chalkboard - Natural Cork 69 lbs. 668ACAC 118 lbs. 668AFAC 118 lbs. 668AGAC

D E L U X E  R E V E R S I B L E  O A K  W O O D  F R A M E

30” x 40” 4’ x 5’ 4’ x 6’

Weight Catalog # Weight Catalog # Weight Catalog #

Porcelain Markerboard-Both sides 55 lbs. 668WCDD 138 lbs. 668WFDD 138 lbs. 668WGDD

Porcelain Markerboard-Natural Cork 69 lbs. 668WCDC 130 lbs. 668WFDC 130 lbs. 668WGDC

Dura-Rite Markerboard-Both sides 55 lbs. 668WCHH 82 lbs. 668WFHH 89 lbs. 668WGHH

Dura-Rite Markerboard-Natural Cork 69 lbs. 668WCHC 118 lbs. 668WFHC 118 lbs. 668WGHC

Porcelain Chalkboard - Both sides 55 lbs 668WCEE 138 lbs. 668WFEE 138 lbs. 668WGEE

Porcelain Chalkboard - Natural Cork 69 lbs. 668WCEC 130 lbs. 668WFEC 130 lbs. 668WGEC

Valu-Rite  Chalkboard - Both sides 55 lbs. 668WCAA 89 lbs. 668WFAA 89 lbs. 668WGAA

Valu-Rite  Chalkboard - Natural Cork 69 lbs. 668WCAC 118 lbs. 668WFAC 118 lbs. 668WGAC

D E L U X E  R E V E R S I B L E  C H E R R Y  W O O D  F R A M E

30” x 40” 4’ x 5’ 4’ x 6’

Weight Catalog # Weight Catalog # Weight Catalog #

Porcelain Markerboard-Both sides 55 lbs. 668CCDD 138 lbs. 668CFDD 138 lbs. 668CGDD

Porcelain Markerboard-Natural Cork 69 lbs. 668CCDC 130 lbs. 668CFDC 130 lbs. 668CGDC

Dura-Rite Markerboard-Both sides 55 lbs. 668CCHH 82 lbs. 668CFHH 89 lbs. 668CGHH

Dura-Rite Markerboard-Natural Cork 69 lbs. 668CCHC 118 lbs. 668CFHC 118 lbs. 668CGHC

Porcelain Chalkboard - Both sides 55 lbs 668CCEE 138 lbs. 668CFEE 138 lbs. 668CGEE

Porcelain Chalkboard - Natural Cork 69 lbs. 668CCEC 130 lbs. 668CFEC 130 lbs. 668CGEC

Valu-Rite  Chalkboard - Both sides 55 lbs. 668CCAA 89 lbs. 668CFAA 89 lbs. 668CGAA

Valu-Rite  Chalkboard - Natural Cork 69 lbs. 668CCAC 118 lbs. 668CFAC 118 lbs. 668CGAC

Magnetic Porcelain surface

Graphic 
surfaces

are
available.

Porcelain

Markerboard

Aluminum

Trim 4’ x 6’ 

▼

▼

▼
AVA I L A B L E  F I N I S H E S
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The Presenter’s Choice
for Versatility and Convenience
These multi-use easels hold paper pads or single page materials such as charts and

posters. Aluminum construction with welded reinforced corners provides a sturdy yet

lightweight easel. Built-in full length marker tray holds markers or pointers, as do the

convenient storage clips on the back of the easel. 

GIANT PAPER PAD EASEL 
Twice the Space, Double the Value
Designed for large presentations, the Giant Paper Pad easel offers significant

writing or display space or can simultaneously hold two paper pads. 

The Grip-Quick Chart Clamp holds your presentation materials, such as 

posters and signs, securely and sturdily.  

◆ The easel can be folded and converted to a

tabletop model. 

◆ Rubber tipped feet and smooth construction,

with no burrs or sharp edges, prevent any

snags or marring of the floor

◆ Set up and take down is easy. A fingertip

hinge releases quickly, easily folding the legs. In

seconds, the easel is ready to transport. 

◆ Heavy-duty, spring-hinged pad clamp securely
hold the paper pad in place. Paper tear away is
effortless and clean edged.

◆ Storage clips accommodate the two dry-erase
markers included with the easel.

◆ Folds to a compact 38 x 28 x 31⁄2” (HWD) size. 

◆ Available in gold anodized finish or durable
gray, beige or black powder coated finish. 

◆ A full length marker tray not only holds
markers or pointers but also serves as a shelf
for posters and charts.

◆ A fingertip hinge released quickly, easily
folding the legs. In seconds, the Giant Paper
Pad Easel is ready to transport

◆ Skid resistant rubber tipped feet keep the
easel firmly in place

◆ Handy storage clips are located on the rear
of the easel for easy access. The clips
accommodate the two dry-erase markers
included with the easel.

G I A N T  P A P E R  P A D  E A S E L

Model Finish Open Dimensions Folded Dimensions Weight SKU Price

G-330 Gray Powder Coated 68 x 461⁄4 x 341⁄4” (WHD) 38 x 231⁄2 x 5” (HWD) 25 lbs. DAG330 209.95

Paper Pad Easel (DAA502G)

Gray finish. 681⁄4 x 28 x 31” (WHD).
Weighs 17 lbs .........................113.95

Paper Pad Easel (DAA502BE)

Misty Beige finish. 681⁄4 x 28 x 31”
(WHD). Weighs 17 lbs ............113.95

Paper Pad Easel (DAA502B)

Black finish. 681⁄4 x 28 x 31” (WHD).
Weighs 17 lbs .........................113.95

Paper Pad Easel (DAA510)

Gold Anodized finish. 681⁄4 x 28 x
31” (WHD). Weighs 17 lbs......143.95

Press fingertip hinge release
and legs fold up securely into
clips during transport.

Spring loaded pad clamp holds paper pads securely without screws or
other fasteners. Available on regular-sized and Giant Paper Pad Easels. Also,
integral spring loaded clamp can be used to hold a wide variety of material.
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Write-on, Wipe-off Versatility
White porcelain surface, bonded with steel, can be used with magnets to display

charts or photos.  The white porcelain surface is also ideal for dry marker use, and

can be wiped off the erasable surface with no residue.  

A-575 Porcelain Easel (DAA575BE)

Misty Beige finish. It’s open dimensions are
681⁄4 x 28 x 31” (WHD) and it folds down to 38 x
28 x 33⁄8” (HWD). It weighs 24 lbs................191.95

A-575 Porcelain Easel (DAA575B)

Black finish. It’s open dimensions are 681⁄4 x 28
x 31” (WHD) and it folds down to 38 x 28 x 33⁄8”
(HWD). It weighs 24 lbs..................................191.95

A-585 Porcelain Easel (DAA585)

Gold Anodized finish. It’s open dimensions are
681⁄4 x 28 x 31” (WHD) and it folds down to 38 x
28 x 33⁄8” (HWD). It weighs 24 lbs................215.95

◆ Dry-erase markers can be wiped off the

erasable surface instantly with no residue

◆ Built-in full length marker tray holds markers

or pointer, as do the convenient storage clips

on the back of the easel

◆ Multi-use easel also holds paper pads or single

page materials such as charts and posters.

◆ A heavy-duty, spring-hinged pad clamp

securely holds your paper pad or prepared

chart in place. 

◆ A fingertip hinge releases quickly, easily
folding the legs. In seconds, the easel is ready
for  transport. 

◆ Can be folded and converted to tabletop
model in seconds

◆ Comes bundled with a market kit which
includes four dry erase markers, an eraser and
a bottle of whiteboard cleaner

◆ Porcelain surface models available in gold
anodized finish, scratch resistant beige or
black powder coated finishes.    

O R A V I S U A L  E A S E L S
Communicating to groups of

people was never easier than

with Da-Lite Oravisual easels.

Choose from a variety of writing

surfaces in paper pad, white

porcelain or multi-purpose

easels ideal for flip chart

presentations, display or

rollaround presentations.

Select models that are

lightweight and ideal for

presentations on the go or

easels that remain in meeting

rooms. Each offers the highest

quality construction and

materials for durability and

long lasting performance.
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Folding and Non-Folding Heavy-Duty Easels  
The ultimate in rugged, heavy-duty easels for demanding

applications, Da-Lite’s A-Frame easels are constructed of Heliarc

welded, 1” square extruded anodized aluminum tubing legs for

strength and long product life. The satin anodized aluminum

legs and frame also give the easels a professional appearance.

Available in a folding model for compact storage and a

non-folding model that is perfect for demanding rental situations.

◆ Multi-use easels, they hold  paper

pads or single page materials such

as charts and posters.

◆ Load paper pads in seconds with

the heavy-duty, spring loaded pad

clamp. Simply  open, load and close.

No knobs or screws to lose.

◆ Elastic pad retainer strip keeps

paper pad in place during transport.

◆ Attractive black enamel over steel
backboard doubles as a magnetic
display

◆ Full-length marker tray also serves a
shelf to hold charts, posters, point-
ers and erasers 

◆ Folding model features latch-lock
hinge releases that allow the legs to
be folded in a snap with the simple
slide of a hand. 

Folding A-Frame Easel (DAEAFF)

With open dimensions of 713⁄4 x 281⁄2 x 271⁄2” (WHD) and folded dimensions

of 391⁄4 x 281⁄2 x 5” (HWD) ......................................................................................233.95

Non-Folding A-Frame Easel (DAEAF)

With open dimensions of 713⁄4 x 281⁄2 x 271⁄2” (WHD) and folded dimensions

of 721⁄2 x 281⁄2 x 33⁄4” (HWD) ...................................................................................197.95

Post-it Self-Stick Easel Pads 
Perfect for brainstorming, problem solving and presentations. The

bleed-through resistant sheets pull off easily, stick securely to

most wall surfaces and remove cleanly. Available in Yellow with

faint blue lines, White and White with a grid. 25 x 30”, two pads

with 30 sheets each .................................................................................71.95

Post-it Self-Stick Wall Pads
Turn any room into a meeting room. These pads mount easily to

practically any wall surface with the included Command Adhesive

Strips and remove cleanly. No easel stand is required and no tacks

or tape are needed. The premium white paper resists marker

bleed-through. 20 x 23”, two pads with 20 sheets each............39.95

Post-it Self-Stick Table Top Easel Pads
No easel stand needed. These pads have bleed-through resistant

pull-off sheets, stick securely to most wall surfaces and remove

cleanly. Contains one 20 x 23” pad with 20 white sheets .........26.95

3M Post-it Easel and Wall Pads transform mundane business gatherings into energized, effective meetings.

They are great for facilitating, brainstorming, problem solving, and planning projects.
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Lightweight, Versatile and Elegant
Lightweight and elegant alternatives to standard easels, Da-lite’s

display easels weigh only 8 lbs. (the Bantam weighs only 5 lbs.) but

are capable of supporting over 100 lbs. They each feature hinged

folding chart holders positioned at various heights to accommodate

various sizes of material. For added convenience, they fold out of

the way when not in use. Choose from three models: The 5’ Bantam

H-321, the 6’ H-323 and the 6’ D-305 with GripQuick Chart Clamp

each in an attractive gold anodized or black powder finish. 

H-321 Bantam Display Easel
With open dimensions of 62 x 31 x 243⁄4” (WHD)

and folded dimensions of 641⁄8 x 65⁄8 x 17⁄8” (HWD).
Available in Gold Anodized (DAH321G) and Black
Powder Coated (DAH321B) finishes................68.50

H-323 Heavy-Duty Display Easel
With open dimensions of 72 x 35 x 273⁄4” (WHD)

and folded dimensions of 741⁄8 x 65⁄8 x 17⁄8” (HWD).
Available in Gold Anodized (DAH323G) and Black
Powder Coated (DAH323B) finishes ...............74.50

D-305 Display Easel with Chart Clamp
Open dimensions of 723⁄8 x 353⁄4 x 261⁄2” (WHD)

and folded dimensions of 731⁄8 x 51⁄4 x 21⁄2” (HWD).
Available in Gold Anodized (DAD305G) and Black
Powder Coated (DAD305B) finishes ............109.95

BRASS EASELS
The Decorative Display
Perfect for lobby applications at hotels, restaurants and

businesses, brass easels display materials with distinction.

Choose from two finishes: polished plain brass or textured

swirled brass. Constructed of 1” diameter, .012 gauge tubing,

each stands 58” high for optimal viewing of your message.

Includes brass sign holders, leg chain, necessary hardware

and wrench for assembly.

Smooth Brass Easel (DAEPB)

Open dimensions are 581⁄2 x 241⁄4 x 271⁄2” (WHD) and the folded dimensions are

601⁄2 x 241⁄4 x 71⁄8” (HWD). It weighs 7 lbs ......................................................................56.50

Swirled Brass Easel (DAESB)

Open dimensions are 581⁄2 x 241⁄4 x 271⁄2” (WHD) and the folded dimensions are

601⁄2 x 241⁄4 x 71⁄8” (HWD). It weighs 7 lbs ......................................................................56.50

◆ Lightweight, elegant and durable

gold anodized aluminum

extrusion design is capable of

holding up to 100 lbs. 

◆ Hinged chart holders at various

heights for optimum display of

materials, fold out of the way

when not in use. 

◆ The D-305 is the perfect dual purpose

easel with a Grip-Quick chart clamp.

This allows it to be used as a poster

easel or a paper pad easel. 

◆ All models fold flat for easy transport.

The H-321 Bantam weighs only 5 lbs,

the H-323 and D-305 weigh only 8 lbs.

for easy transport 
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Dual Use Board
that Moves With You
A two-sided marker board that provides two full-size surfaces for

presentations, these boards flip over and lock into place with a hand

knob. They feature a sturdy black painted aluminum frame with carpet

casters for easy mobility. (Requires some assembly with hand tools). 

Choose from three board sizes depending on your needs. Select any

combination of surfaces: white porcelain, green chalkboard and black

hook and loop compatible fabric over cork. 

E A S E L  A C C E S S O R I E S

3’ x 4’ Roll Around Marker Board
Available in a combination of surfaces:

Whiteboard/Chalkboard (DAWBCB34),

Whiteboard/Loop Fabric Covered Cork  (DAWBF34),

Whiteboard/Whiteboard (DAWBWB34) and

Chalkboard/Chalkboard (DACBCB34) ............536.50

31⁄2’ x 5’ Roll Around Marker Board
Available in a combination of surfaces:

Whiteboard/Chalkboard (DAWBCB35),

Whiteboard/Loop Fabric Covered Cork  (DAWBF35),

Whiteboard/Whiteboard (DAWBWB35) and

Chalkboard/Chalkboard (DACBCB35) ............589.95

4’ x 6’ Roll Around Marker Board
Available in a combination of surfaces:

Whiteboard/Chalkboard (DAWBCB46),

Whiteboard/Loop Fabric Covered Cork  (DAWBF46),

Whiteboard/Whiteboard (DAWBWB46) and

Chalkboard/Chalkboard (DACBCB46) ............579.95

Carrying Cases
Durable nylon zippered case fits all sizes of
paper pad, writing surface and folding dual-
purpose easels.

For standard-sized Paper Pad, Porcelain,
or A-Frame easels (DACE) ..................................77.95

For Giant Paper Pad Easel (DACG330) ............86.50

For D-305 Display Easel (DACD305) ................49.95

For the H-321 or Brass Easels (DACT6060) .....47.95

For H323 Heavy-Duty Easel (DACT7070) .......47.95

Dry Erase Markers (DAMS)

Package of four markers. Contains one each:
red, green, blue and black ................................9.95

Dozen Dry Erase Markers
Package of one dozen markers in your choice
of red (DAMR12), green (DAMGR12), blue (DAMBL12)

or black (DAMB12) .................................................16.95

Pointers
Standard Telescoping Pointer (DAPT) ...11.95

Standard Red Laser Pointer (DALP) ........43.95

Blinking Red Laser Pointer (DALPB) ........39.95

Jumbo Red Laser Pointer (DALPJR)........173.95

Chalkboard Package (DAAPCB)

Includes a telescopic pointer, an eraser,

and one 12-piece box of white chalk .........16.95

White Board Package (DAAPWB)

Includes 4 dry erase markers (red, blue, green

and black), eraser, bottle of white board

cleaner and telescopic pointer.....................27.95

Paper Pad Package (DAPPAP)

Includes 4 dry erase markers (red, blue, green

and black), one standard paper pad, telescopic

pointer. ..................................................................37.95

Paper Pads
35 sheets per pad, 5 pads

A-306 (DAA306): Plain 27 x 34”.......................37.95

R-305 (DAR305): 1” Grid ruled, 27 x 34”........41.95

G-332 (DAG332): Giant Plain 45 x 34” ..........49.95

T-106 (DAT106): Junior Plain 19 x 24”.............32.95

Post-It Paper Pads
30 sheets per pad, 2 pads

P-400 (DAP400): Plain 25 x 30” .......................53.95

P-405 (DAP405): Grid ruled 25 x 30” .............56.50

Paper Pad Package

Carrying Case

White Board Package

Chalkboard Package

Paper
Pads

Laser Pointers

Dry
Markers
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Easels for Effective Visual Presentations
Quality easels from one of the largest manufacturers  of visual

communication products, Draper Easels stand rock-solid on legs that

fold easily for transport or storage. Numerous exclusive features

including pen tray and storage tray ensure effective, trouble-free

visual presentations time after time.

Draper offers the largest selection of paper pad, writing surface,

poster and decorative display easels in the world. From heavy-duty

modesl to decorative poster units, Draper offers easels for every

situation. Careful attention to quality, function, and appearance,

plus an expanded range of decorative finishes, make Draper the

preferred choice of professional presenters. In paper pad and writing

surface easels, Draper offers two separate standards—DR Series and

OP Series. Both are carefully assembled of high quality components

with all-riveted construction.

DR Series
Constructed entirely of highest quality structural grade aluminum alloy.
Exclusive features such as a spring-loaded paper pad clamp, ball detent
leg locks, hinged pen tray/chart shelf, hinged chart holders and a
hinged storage compartment for writing instruments make the DR
Series Easels the preferred choice of professional presenters.

OP Series
OP Series easels use many of the same high quality components as the
DR Series, and feature a spring-loaded paper pad clamp and ball detent
leg locks. OP Series easels have a trim, fixed pen tray, and do not have
hinged chart holders or a storage compartment for writing instruments.
OP Series easels feature a rugged, magnetic steel backboard.

Spring-Loaded Paper Clamp
Paper pad attaches instantly to studs
concealed under the spring-loaded clamp.
The pad is held securely in place—there are
no moving parts to get lost.

Ball Detent Leg Locks
Rugged ball detent hinge automatically locks
legs in place, and releases at the touch of a
finger. No exposed parts to bend or break.

Rubber Leg Tips
Rubber leg tips keep your easel firmly in place
on any floor, won’t “walk” when you write.

Fixed Pen Tray
Narrow profile for transport or storage, yet
large enough for markers, pointer, eraser or
charts. Made of heavy gauge steel. Standard
on OP Series Easels.

Accessory Storage Box
Writing instruments are safely
stored in the built-in storage
compartment on all Draper DR
Series Easels. Latch releases at the
touch of a lever.

Hinged Pen Tray
Hinged tray holds markers, an
eraser and charts. The tray holds
flat for transport or storage. No
protruding parts to break or to
damage other equipment.
Standard on DR Series Easels.

Hinged Chart Holders
Aluminum arms fold down to
support a hefty 80 lbs. of posters
or charts. Fold flat when not in
use. Standard on DR Series Easels.

F E AT U R E S

Fixed Pen Tray

Leg Locks Leg Tips Hinged Pen Tray

Hinged Chart Holder

Spring-Loaded Paper Clamp Accessory Storage Box
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Assembled with highest quality structural-grade aluminum, Paper Pad

Easels have a 28” x 38” panel that accommodates all standard easel

paper pads. They fold from a 70” height to a compact 28 x 38 x 2”, and

have a rugged magnetic steel backboard. Both the DR and OP Series

easels have a spring-loaded paper pad clamp and ball detent leg locks.

DR Series Paper Pad Easels feature a hinged chart holder, a hinged
pen tray/chart shelf and an accessory storage box. They are finished in tough epoxy
powdercoat or attractive brushed anodized aluminum.

OP Series Paper Pad Easels offer the same quality as DR Series
easels. They have a fixed pen tray, but do not include the chart holder or storage box.

DR Series Writing Surface Easels feature a hinged

chart holder, a hinged pen tray/chart shelf and an accessory

storage box. Choose from tough black epoxy powdercoat or

attractive brushed gold anodized aluminum finishes.

DR800 Writing Surface Easel (DRDR800)

Porcelain Whiteboard/Gold Anodized finish.....................213.50

DR850 Writing Surface Easel (DRDR850)

Porcelain Whiteboard/Black Epoxy Powdercoat finish..186.95

OP450

DR400

DR800
DR650

PAPER PAD EASELS

DR400 (DRDR400)

Grey Epoxy Powdercoat finish.........122.50

DR450 (DRDR450)

Black Epoxy Powdercoat finish .......122.50

DR500 (DRDR500)

Silver Anodized finish .........................139.95

DR550 (DRDR550)

Gold Anodized finish ..........................139.95

OP400 (DROP400)

Grey Powdercoat Powdercoat .........117.50
OP450 (DROP450)

Black Epoxy Powdercoat....................117.50

WRITING SURFACE EASELS
Porcelain Whiteboard
Wipes Clean Instantly
All the quality and convenience of the Paper Pad Easels, plus a

built-in white porcelain on steel writing surface. The surface is

smooth, framed on all four sides and has no visible fasteners.

Use it with a paper pad for prepared presentations or to preserve

notes; without paper for impromptu “chalktalks”. Chip-proof

porcelain wipes clean instantly, never discolors. Useful for magnetic

displays, as a paper pad or poster easel, too.

Both the DR and OP Series Writing Surface Easels have a spring-

loaded paper pad clamp, ball detent leg locks and rubber leg tips.

DR650 Easel (DRDR650)

A lightweight all-aluminum version

of the DR850 with a Powdercoat

Whiteboard and a Black epoxy

powdercoat finish. The dry erase

finish will stand up to the toughest

use and still wipe clean.........155.95

OP Series Paper Pad Easels
offer the same quality as DR Series
easels. They have a fixed pen tray, but
do not include the chart holder or
storage box.

OP850 Writing
Surface Easel (DROP850)

Porcelain Whiteboard/Black Epoxy
Powdercoat finish ........................182.50



Heavy-Duty Paper Pad Easels
Draper heavy-duty paper pad easels are the world’s toughest.

They are designed and built to perform time after time—and

keep their good looks. Heli-arc welded 1” square tubular

aluminum frames and sturdy aluminum backboards take the

hardest knocks with complete stability.

These easels feature an A-frame design with a durable satin

silver anodized finish. The steel pen tray is fixed in position.

They do not include an accessory storage box. The entire unit

folds flat for storage or transportation.

DR890 Heavy Duty Paper Pad Easel (DRDR890): A-Frame easel. 4 x 29 x 72”
folded dimensions. Weighs 19 lbs............................................................................191.95

DR891 Heavy Duty Paper Pad Easel with Casters (DRDR891): Identical to the
DR890, but with casters. 4 x 29 x 75” folded, it weighs 21 lbs .......................215.95

DR895 Folding Heavy Duty Paper Pad Easel (DRDR895): Identical to the
DR890, but with folding legs. 6 x 29 x 39” folded, it weighs 20 lbs.............227.95

Heavy-Duty Writing Surface Easels
The Heavy-Duty Writing Surface easels are identical to the Heavy-Duty Paper Pad easels, except that the panel and rivet

heads are finished in dry-erase white powdercoat. Finally, a dry erase easel that can really stand up to the demands of the

hotel and rental market!

HEAVY-DUTY EASELS

E A S E L S
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DR990

DR895

ALUMINUM POSTER EASELS
Poster Easels are lightweight, yet rugged tripod-style easels that can be used for

posters or paper pads. Hinged chart holders are attached to the sturdy aluminum

legs at different heights for poster display. Poster Easels are available in folding and

non-folding versions.

DR990 Heavy Duty Writing Surface Easel (DRDR990): A-Frame
easel. 4 x 29 x 72” folded dimensions. Weighs 19 lbs ..........215.95

DR995 Folding Heavy Duty Writing Surface Easel (DRDR995): Identical to
the DR890, but with folding legs. 6 x 29 x 39” folded, it weighs 20 lbs.......251.95

DR250

DR205

Folding Poster Easels
Lightweight Folding Poster Easels weigh only 7

lbs., travel easily and set up in seconds. Hinged

chart holders are attached to sturdy aluminum

legs at four different heights. The standard

Spring-Loaded Chart Clamp attaches without

tools. Folds easily to 41 x 51⁄4 x 2”.

DR250 (DRDR250): 6’ Gold Anodized .............107.95

DR270 (DRDR270): 6’ Black Powdercoat........107.95

Non-Folding Poster Easels
Similar to the Folding Poster Easels except that
they weigh 5 lbs. or less, flatten in one quick
motion to 60” or 72 x 51⁄4 x 2”, and the Hinged
chart holders are riveted at 3 different heights.

DR200 (DRDR200): 5’ Gold Anodized................65.95

DR205 (DRDR205): 5’ Black Powdercoat ..........65.95

DR220 (DRDR220): 6’ Gold Anodized................71.95

DR225 (DRDR225): 6’ Black Powdercoat ..........71.95
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Easel Carrying Cases
Attractive, durable
leatherette carrying
cases protect your
easel and accessories
in storage or
transport.
Reinforced
stitching, zipper
or Velcro closures.

Carrying Case (DRSC20)

For folding aluminum Poster Easels (models DR250

and DR270). Zipper pocket for accessories .....48.95

Carrying Case (DRSC30)

For all aluminum Paper Pad and Writing Surface

Easels. Also for DR895 and DR995 Heavy-Duty

Easels..............................................................................76.95

Easel Accessories
Paper Pad Pens (DRPEN1)

Quality water soluble chisel point marking pens. Set of 24 in black, blue, red and green,
or all one color on request ........................................................................................................................29.95

Dry-Erase Porcelain Marking Pens (DRPOR1)

Set of 4 includes black, blue, red and green. Ink dries instantly, wipes off porcelain with eras-
er or dry cloth.................................................................................................................................................12.95

Porcelain Cleaner (DRCLE1)

Restores dry erase panel to original factory

condition. 8 oz. pump spray bottle...............7.95

Eraser (DRER1)

For dry erase surfaces ........................................7.95

Magnets (DRMAG1)

Set of 24 colorful button magnets for dry-erase

porcelain easel presentations ......................22.95

Rich, Elegant Poster Easel
Make an impression in hotel and restaurant lobbies, art galleries,

museums, theatres—even shopping malls with Decorative Poster

Easels. Their classic design draws attention to posters and

announcements, and complements works of art. Just under five

feet tall, these easels enhance any setting.

Decorative Poster Easels are available in lacquered solid brass;

fine-grained hard maple finished in black; and solid oak in five

different finishes with elegant brass accents.

All Decorative Poster Easels are warranted for one year against

defects in materials and workmanship.

E A S E L  A C C E S S O R I E S

Brass Easel (DRDR150)

A fully lacquered solid brass easel inhibits

tarnishing. Just under 5’ tall, its classic design draws

attention to posters and announcements, and will

complement any work of art .................................53.95

Black Hardwood/Brass Easel (DRDR160)

Featuring a style that is similar to the above easel,

the Black Hardwood/Brass easel has a fine-grained

hard maple that is finished in black lacquer. Its

decorative brass accents are lacquer-coated ..65.95

Stained Hardwood/Brass Easel
A solid oak frame gives this easel its distinctive

appearance, while the elegant brass accents are

lacquer-coated. Available finishes include

Light Oak (DRDR170LO), Medium Oak (DRDR170MO),

Cherry (DRDR170C), Walnut (DRDR170W) and

Mahogany (DRDR170M)................................................71.95
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Economy Easels

Magnetic Whiteboard Easels
L220 Adjustable Magnetic Whiteboard (LUL220)

Adjustable magnetic whiteboard with an aluminum frame. Easy flip locks

allows you to adjust the height from 31” - 47”. Can be used as a tabletop or a

31” free-standing floor unit. It has a handle for easy transport and a 2” tray for

marker and eraser storage. The whiteboard measures 16 x 22 x 1” (WHD). The

aluminum frame measures 21 x 31-47 x 21” (WHD). Assembly required ...........Call

L240 Adjustable Magnetic Whiteboard (LUL240)

Similar to the above adjustable whiteboard, the L240 is slightly larger, and

has an easy knob adjustment that allows you to adjust its height from

40” - 57”. The whiteboard measures 26 x 36 x 1” (WHD). The aluminum frame

measures 27 x 40-57 x 29” (WHD). Assembly required............................................Call

L270 Double Sided Magnetic Whiteboard (LUL270)

Double sided magnetic whiteboard with an aluminum frame. Knob

adjustment locks the whiteboard into place once you have it at the required

position. Comes with 2” casters, two with locking brake. The whiteboard

measures 22 x 34 x 1” (WHD). The aluminum frame measures 40 x 60 x 24”

(WHD). Assembly required.................................................................................................Call

L340 Large Double-Sided Magnetic Whiteboard (LUL340)

Large double sided magnetic whiteboard with a heavy-duty aluminum

frame. The reversing mechanism is designed to make flipping to the other

side a cinch. Easy adjusting knob locks the whiteboard into place once you

have it at the required position. Comes complete with 2” casters, two with

locking brake. The whiteboard measures 46 x 34 x 1” (WHD). The aluminum

frame measures 47 x 73 x 24” (WHD). Assembly required .....................................Call

L100 Hardwood Poster Easel (LUL100)

Hardwood poster easel constructed of solid mahogany with a satin

finish. It is lightweight, yet sturdy. Assembly is required. This easel is

65” high, and weighs 5 lbs...............................................................................29.95

L150 Hardwood Poster Easel (LUL150)

Heavy duty hardwood poster easel. Solid mahogany A-frame

construction with a satin finish. Adjustable chart holder. Folds flat for

storage. Assembly required. 63” high, it weighs 11 lbs..........................64.95

L200 Portable Aluminum Poster Easel (LUL200)

Portable aluminum poster easel with fold out adjustable chart holder.

Push button leg release allows for easy height adjustment and

compact storage size. 68” high, it weighs 5 lbs.......................................92.50

Presentation Easel
L300 Lecturer’s Pad/Projection Easel (LUL300)

Lecturer’s pad/presentation easel, features aluminum tubular
frame, a white board surface which can be used with dry erase
markers or for a slide presentation. Includes 24” marker tray and
will accommodate easel pad. Push button leg release allows for
easy height adjustment and compact storage size. Floor or table
top application. 72” height, weighs 14 lbs................................184.95

L300

L150

L200

L100

L270
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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.

For Section 9b, Digital Whiteboards,
use Quick Dial #: 821
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3M has energized the easel! With the Digital Easel, you can electronically

capture meeting notes, thereby boosting participation and productivity

by focusing on brainstorming rather than note taking. Great for

paperless environments. Space saving design.

◆ Email and/or print out easel pad notes
to share with colleagues; allows
everyone to leave the meeting with
the same notes

◆ Preserve a record of the collaborative
brainstorming by saving the session in a
variety of formats including: WBD, PDF,
HTM, BMP, JPG and TIFF

◆ Collaborate with participants in different
locations with the Shared Meeting
application with PC interaction. 

◆ Keep absentee colleagues on track
with the Playback feature by allowing
brainstorming sessions to be reviewed
in sequence any time. Recording starts
once annotating begins, the users don’t
have to remember to press record.

◆ Scratch-resistant, porcelain enamel
whiteboard writing surface eliminates
the worries of running out of easel
paper.

◆ PC and Mac compatible

Supplied Accessories
◆ Post-it Easel Pad Sample Pack   ◆ Two digital marker sleeves

◆ Two Expo pens (black and red)    ◆ Software CD     ◆ Digital Eraser

Optional Accessories
Accessory Tray (right) .......................................................................................124.95

Digital Pen Sleeve: Available in Red (3MDWD7410PEN), Blue (3MDWD7420PEN),
Green (3MDWD7400PEN) and Black (3MDWD7430PEN).........................................39.95

◆ Quick access buttons on the
board surface allow you to
calibrate, access the interactive
tool bar, move forward or
backwards, access gallery, and
create a new page with one touch. 

◆ The interactive tool bar is actually
an interactive wheel that gives
access to save, highlight and has
special mouse features that allow
easy point and click. No need to
go back to the computer. 

◆ Designed for long-term durability

with a porcelain enamel surface

over steel design

◆ Digital presentation pen is

ergonomically comfortable and a

natural writing tool

◆ Connnects to a computer with a

simple USB connection to display

via digital projector, the internet

or images from the gallery of

clipart and other creative tools

Digital Easel (3MDE43): Dimensions are 36 x 32” with
an active screen area of 33.5 x 24”.........................874.95

Software Features:

◆ Electronically captures notes in color to
save, print, or e-mail them in various file
formats instantly (ESB, JPEG, TIFF, HTML,
PDF, vector PDF, BMP, WBD) PowerPoint and
metafile (emf)

◆ Capture user-defined snapshots of
various/multiple documents and programs
to add notes or create presentations

◆ Use to help visualize difficult concepts

◆ Use clipart and background gallery or paste
other programs images into Scrapbook.

◆ Interactive Display—control computer
mouse functions with the digital pen

◆ Annotate and edit text and drawings on-
line from remote locations

◆ Compatible with Microsoft NetMeeting and
LiveMeeting

◆ Playback allows a review of all drawings on
the board including erased items

◆ Import files from most business programs
and annotate and save changes. (PPT, BMP,
GIF, JPEG, ICO, EMF, WMF, Excel, Word and
Clipboard files).

DB565 (3MDB65): 65” diagonal size, 39 x 90”
board dimensions, 39 x 52” active screen area.
It weighs 54 lbs ...........................................1248.95

DB578 (3MDB78): 78” diagonal size, 47 x 70”
board dimensions, 47 x 62” active screen area.
It weighs 74 lbs ...........................................1579.95

◆ Electronically capture notes to save and distribute instantly
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Digital Wall Displays (DWD)
Whether the need is for display or collaboration and

interaction, 3M’s digital wall display’s are the perfect tool

to help you rev up a corporate meeting, conduct troop

training or motivate a classroom of students.  For trainers

and presenters who need their message understood and

remembered, the displays are  an excellent alternative to

projector installations, flat panel displays, and digital

whiteboards.

They combine state of the art projection and dry erase

board in a remarkably easy wall-mounted design to

maximize communication in the most demanding

settings. No need to worry about tracking down and

setting up your meeting equipment again, the multiple

tools integrated into the displays make them ideal for

capturing and communicating vast and complicated

quantities of information.

◆ Get a perfectly focused image virtually
every time with the press of a button.

◆ Patented, integrated projection arm sharpens
image focus while eliminating bright spots
and shadows. With patented extreme off
axis design, you can  present without
annoying light projected in your eyes.

◆ Picture-in-picture technology.

◆ 60-inch diagonal screen ideal for viewing

content in any small to mid-sized room.

◆ Excellent display for video conferencing,

training or presentations. 4:3 aspect ratio

provides an expansive 170° viewing angle

without distortion for clear, sharp images

from anywhere in the room. Gives you total

flexibility in arranging your room. 

◆ Eliminate unnecessary clutter and the 
problem of trying to find space to place 
your projector

◆ Two integrated 20-watt speakers provide
robust stereo audio.

◆ Single button operation and and-held
remote control for most functions.
Presenting has never been so easy.

Installation

Unlike other systems, when you purchase 3M Digital
WallDisplay, everything you need is in the box to be up
and running in a few hours.

Included are: 

◆ One easy-to-install single piece mounting bracket and
hardware with instructions.

◆ All necessary cables, including global power cords

◆ Full documentation including a user’s guide and a
quick start guide.

Mobility

◆ Due to their flat screen design, they are the ideal
solution for fixed or temporary locations.

◆ With their simple wall mount design, they are easily
moved from location to locations. 

◆ Put them in locations that are architecturally
challenging due to odd room size, preventative
circumstances such as asbestos, or rented spaces.

◆ The optional mobile cart provides portability, or when
there is no space available to mount a display device.

Choose Permanent or Mobile Mounting Solutions
Everything you need is included for wall-mounted installation, while an optional rolling cart

makes moving the displays a snap.

World-Class Visual Presentations
For professionals who need to make the right impression the first time, the Digital Wall Displays enable you to

deliver information in a manner that is understandable, memorable, remembered and engaging.
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Digital Wall Display Accessories
eBeam Interactive Whiteboard Software: Download eBeam to capture meeting notes and
diagrams as you create them, so they can be viewed, saved, edited, shared, and printed. 

Easy Erase Board (3MDWD7110SC): Provides superior dry erase performance while maintaining
excellent image quality. Easy to keep clean. Can be used as a whiteboard surface.....................237.50

Easy Erase Write-On Screen (3MDWD7100SC).............................................................................................256.50

Adjustable Height Mobile Cart (3MDWD9550MC) .................................................................................1448.95

Pen Sleeve: Available in Red (3MDWD7410PEN), Green (3MDWD7400PEN), Blue (3MDWD7420PEN) and Black
(3MDWD7430PEN) ...........................................................................................................................................................39.95

Digital Presentation Pen (3MDWD9520PP) ...................................................................................................104.95

Accessory Side Tray: Portable accessory side tray conveniently holds video conference devices,
pens and erasers. Available for left (3MDWD7130AS) and right-side (3MDWD7200AS) attachment...124.95

Laptop/Accessory Tray: Portable side tray conveniently holds a laptop computer or other
accessories. Available for left (3MDWD9500AT) and right-side (3MDWD9510AT) attachment ..............124.95

DWD 9000PD Plus
Boost the
impact of your
meetings,
presentations,
briefings or
lectures with
a single tool
that combines
the best in
multimedia
projection with

an easy-erase, flat
screen display. 

◆ Ideal for smaller meeting rooms, this one-
piece solution saves space, reduces  setup
time and provides stereo sound. Includes:  

◆ XGA resolution projector.

◆ 60” diagonal  screen with a 4:3 aspect ratio.

◆ Replaceable dry erase screen.

◆ Two built-in 20-watt per channel speakers
for stereo surround sound.

◆ PC and Macintosh  compatible.

◆ Two computer (VGA, DVI) and three video
inputs (component, composite and S-Video). 

◆ Hand-held remote for controlling all
functions with presenter features.

◆ Weighs approximately 85 pounds. 

Collaboration and 

Information Gathering
When you need to gather information from a
variety of sources and locations, the 9200IW
and 9200IC you to brainstorm, bring it all
together, organize it and send it out.

◆ Stay in front of your audience by controlling
computer functions using the Digital
Presentation Pen as a mouse.

◆ Add emphasis by digitally drawing and
highlighting over any image.

◆ Data is permanently recorded to an
electronic file for distribution or future
reference.

◆ Scroll through presentations and print
selected screen-shots with the push of a
button.

◆ Digitally share information with multiple
locations to include those who can not
attend. DWD replaces the need to travel for
every meeting. 

DWD 9200iw PLUS
Achieve seamless collaboration with this interactive whiteboard display that lets you share the
content of meetings and discussions with associates at any location. Changes you make to
presentations can be seen by remote users as you make them. This tool includes a multimedia
projector, stereo sound, and digital whiteboard that lets you write notes in virtual ink then send
them to colleagues via the Internet. Step-up features from the DWD 9000PD PLUS— 

Model 9200IC Plus 9200IW Plus 9000PD Plus

Integrated Projector Yes Yes Yes

Eraseable Write-on Screen Yes Yes Yes

Powerful Speakers Yes Yes Yes

Copyboard Yes

Interactive Whiteboard Yes Yes 

Remote Collaboration Yes Yes

B&H # 3MDWD9200IC 3MDWD9200IW 3MDWD9000PD

Price 9474.00 9060.00 6474.00

◆ Capture notes in color and save or send
them in various file formats instantly (JPEG,
GIF, TIFF, HTML, PDF, vector PDF, EPS, BMP,
Powerpoint  and metafile.

◆ Interactive Display- control computer mouse
functions with the digital presentation pen.

◆ Annotate and edit text and drawings on-line
from remote locations.

◆ Microsoft NetMeeting compatible.

◆ Playback feature lets you review all drawings

on the board including erased items.

◆ Import files from almost any program and

annotate and save changes. (PPT, BMP, GIF,

JPEG, ICO, EMF, WMF, Excel and Word).

◆ On screen keyboard. 

DWD 9200iC PLUS
This advanced dual-mode Digital Wall Display combines a multimedia projector, stereo sound,
copy board and digital whiteboard. Write notes in virtual ink then send them via the Internet and
print them for handouts. Steps-up features from the 9200IW PLUS with copyboard with printer
hook-up (printer not included).
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Dry-Erase Writing/Projection Surface
The most reliable hardware now features the best dry-erase writing/projection surface ever.
TeamBoard is more than a powerful technology solution; it can also be used as an outstanding
dry-erase whiteboard and an ideal projection surface. The secret is EVS Pro…

A TeamBoard exclusive, EVS Pro is an enhanced
dry-erase writing surface that is ideal for
classroom durability. In fact, EVS really is
guaranteed-to-clean. With EVS, even permanent
marker, if used by mistake, is easy to erase. 

The beautiful, low-glare EVS Pro surface is
perfectly suited for projection. It provides a
full 160° comfortable viewing angle, to project
a beautiful visual from practically any seat in the
house. The matte-white surface ensures that
you will not have hot spots or glare – even
without dimming the lights. 

F E AT U R E S

Interactive whiteboards support many different teaching/learning

styles and improve retention during class. Your school or business

recognizes the value of visual aids, and they depend on you to

spend IT dollars wisely. The paradox is that you buy based on

features and technology, but your users demand simplicity.

TeamBoard offers the latest in features and technology, deployed

at a level that ensures user satisfaction. 

TeamBoard is a touch-sensitive, interactive whiteboard with

durable construction, that features a unique, 3-way surface:

1. It is an outstanding dry-erase writing/projection surface that

is guaranteed to clean.

2. It is an electronic whiteboard that can capture notes and drawings.

3. It is an interactive touchscreen that works with any PC or Macintosh application.

◆ TeamBoard is a superior writing/projection

surface, and an interactive touchscreen.

◆ Works with virtually any application—you

decide

◆ Guaranteed to clean with no ghosting. Even

permanent marker gets erased.

◆ Exclusive guaranteed-to-clean, low-glare

EVS surface is excellent for use with both

dry-erase markers and data projectors.

◆ Comes with a detachable controller that

slides on and off easily, for simple upgrade

replacement.

◆ No specialized equipment (eg. special pens

or gadgets). Use your fingertip or stylus.

◆ Most TeamBoard accessories are standard

office supplies. Use any quality dry-erase

marker/eraser.

◆ TeamBoard has no battery-operated parts.

◆ A single standard network shielded cable

(RJ45 a.k.a ‘Cat5’) connects the serial or USB

TeamBoard to a computer—wiring can be

easily hidden in the wall or ceiling. 

◆ No training required. The simple QuickStart

Guides are all you’ll ever need.

◆ Professionally manufactured, TeamBoard is

built to last.  All components come with an

exceptional 5-year warranty, including the

writing surface. 

POWERX
Interactive Touchscreen Designed Exclusively for PowerPoint

The philosophy behind PowerX is simple: get PowerPoint presenters in front of their
audiences - not stuck behind a laptop or pointing a handheld remoter. PowerX helps
you keep eye contact as you control the slides at the screen. PowerPoint functionality is
at your fingertips (or use the convenient PowerX stylus), allowing you to simply present.

No special pens or tools are required. One-touch on-screen notes, easy navigation,
useable hyperlinks; these intuitive PowerX features let you get technology out of the
way so you can focus on your audience and present with ease. Available in wall or track
mount or mobile stand.



Intelligent Whiteboard Mode
Created for true ease of use, TeamBoard ‘Whiteboard Mode’ captures what you draw

the instant you touch the writing surface. Notes and drawings are captured to your PC,

saved in popular cross-platform formats (PDF, JPEG, etc.), and shared electronically,

emailed, or printed.The TeamBoard ActionBar and TeamBoard Draw touchscreen tools

provides an easy-to-use interface designed to accommodate content preparation and

lesson development.  
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RM Easiteach features a variety of teaching tools including:
■ Resource Banks  ■ Word Libraries  ■ Multimedia Bank with 1000’s of graphics, video and flash animations  ■ Handwriting Recognition

■ Spotlight feature focuses attention on image  details  ■ Calculator   ■ Animation tools - Objects move and appear on command

■ Spreadsheet and Database tools  ■ Speech  Tool reads on-screen text out loud  ■ Easiteach tools for drawings and shapes

Makes interactive whiteboard teaching so easy
(Easiteach bundles are available to recognized educational institutions only.) 

TeamBoard RM Easiteach Studio Bundle
Interactive whiteboards support many different teaching/learning

styles and improve retention during class. RM Easiteach Studio soft-

ware (for Windows only) combines with TeamBoard to make lessons

exciting, fun to share, and  easy to reuse. Suitable for use across the

entire curriculum, Easiteach Studio and optional ‘plug-in’ content

packs provide  tools and content for specific subject and topic areas.  

Interactive Touchscreen Mode
In ‘Interactive Mode’, TeamBoard Draw turns on the   power of computer-based

presenting and training. Egan’s latest software includes all the powerful features

you need, in an incredibly simplified format. The innovative TeamBoard AccessBar

brings all the tools you need into one handy palette. The AccessBar is a virtual

‘tool box that provides quick access t interactive whiteboard tools and favorite PC

applications. Save favorite, frequently-used programs into the AccessBar. Drive any

of your applications – like Microsoft Excel, AutoCad, a web browser (virtually any

application) – right at the board, with a simple touch of your finger.

◆ Create interactive lessons that
engage the class.

◆ Save and reuse lessons and share
them with colleagues.

◆ Select extra content and subject
support per lesson.

◆ Model and demonstrate concepts,
ideas, and processes.

◆ Promote effective questioning and
assessment. 

◆ Increase the depth and pace of
learning.

The TeamBoard touchscreen pictured above is
displaying a lesson plan examining the geometry of a
triangle from the software package included with the
TeamBoard RM Easiteach Studio bundle.  
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Presentation, Training and Communication Application
TeamBoard Draw is an advanced presentation, training and communication application that adds remarkable

functionality to TeamBoard. Advanced four-point calibration provides excellent, high-resolution accuracy. TeamBoard

Draw provides the essential tools and aids to intelligently assist you in content preparation and delivery. You’ll really

enjoy this intuitive, easy-to-use annotation application. TeamBoard Draw offers a comprehensive feature set to

accommodate the most demanding environment. Users quickly understand TeamBoard’s AccessBar and ActionBar,

free from restricting tools and cumbersome functionality. 

Start your presentations in PowerPoint, move to Excel to explain a graph or chart, jump on-line for up-to-the-minute

market comparisons, annotate data based on group input, and email PDFs of the final report before the group has left

the building.  
‘Electronic Whiteboard Mode’
Electronic Whiteboard mode captures everything that is
drawn on the TeamBoard – without using a data projector –
directly into a digital file. This data can be printed,
shared electronically, or saved for later use. A great tool
for distance learning, you can freely download TeamBoard
Draw to virtually ANY computer. Remote sites can easily
share ideas.

‘Interactive Mode’
TeamBoard Draw, the industry’s smartest interface,
provides outstanding functionality. Connect TeamBoard
to your computer and data projector to access
computer applications right at the board.Your fingertip
works like the computer mouse, when your PC desktop
is projected on-screen. The touch of your finger acts like
the click of the mouse. There is no need to move from
the front of the room, you can operate virtually any
application at the board.

Workbook
TeamBoard Draw captures screens into a workbook where
you can save, print, email, import images, rearrange
pages, create new screens… it's an extremely powerful
interface. Drive virtually any PC application right at the
board, with a simple touch of your finger. One-touch fea-
tures, such as pen colors, print and erase are always avail-
able on the TeamBoard ActionBar that is printed along the
bottom of the TeamBoard. TeamBoard Draw’s powerful

annotation and drawing tools enable you to capture ideas and communicate them instantly.
TeamBoard Draw provides a permanent record of all notes, drawings, and lesson plans. Save
them for future use, print them for reference, or email them for later review.

The AccessBar
All the tools you need
reside in one handy
palette that floats over your applications. Annotation, Page Sorter, Virtual Keyboard and Virtual
Mouse assist you in commanding the computer right at the board. Assign favorite applications
to the pop-up folder, and customize them by saving frequently-used functions in the application
tool palette.

Simple, effective tools in a no
nonsense, uncomplicated format.

Create:
◆ Draw and annotate freehand over any

application (no special gadgets required, just
your fingertip).

◆ Create shapes automatically, cut/copy/paste,
move/edit/erase selected or entire objects.

◆ Import background images from a scanner
or camera.

◆ Create short-cuts to frequently-used
applications.

Deliver:
◆ Access any computer application you need

using your fingertip or stylus.

◆ Use your scanner to bring up-to-the-minute
data into the presentation.

◆ Annotate the full screen or selected areas of
it, draw with a highlighter, dashed line and
custom colors.

◆ Type text into your drawing at the screen
using the Virtual Keyboard.

Publish:
◆ Capture revisions and share collaborative

screen input via print and email.

◆ Export pages, or your entire workbook, to
multiple image formats (.pdf, .html, .jpg,
.png, .bmp).

◆ Reorganize your pages with the Full Screen
Page Sorter

◆ Use industry-standard apps to collaborate
with your global team (NetMeeting, etc.).
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TeamBoard Wall Mount: The Wall Mount

TeamBoard offers maximum utility in a rugged

anodized aluminum or custom color frame for simple

mounting – installs in seconds directly to your wall.

Sizes: 80” x 60”, 60” x 48”, and 48 x 36” (WH).

TeamBoard Mobile Stand: Ideal where multiple

location use is the norm or where wall mounting is

not practical. A substantial base and durable casters

are designed for easy movement. Options include an

equipment shelf and a swing out tray. Available for

60” x 48” and 48” x 36”TeamBoards.

TeamBoard Cabinets: Cabinets are offered in

award-winning Egan Visual Cabinetry, in Wood

Veneer or Etex finishes. They include a tackable fabric

panel on the inside of each door, a flipchart and

tearbar. Available sizes: 60” x 48” and 48” x 36” (WH).

OVO Stand: Unique freestanding design, clear

anodized columns and machined solid aluminum

base. The 3.25” glides provide easy leveling and

placement. Locking casters for total mobility are also

available. An optional overhead light control canopy

is available for exceptionally bright environments.

Available sizes: 60” x 48” and 48” x 36” (WH).

Wall Mount

80” x 60” (WH)

Wall Mount

60” x 48”;

48 x 36” (WH)

Cabinet

60” x 48”;

48 x 36” (WH)

OVO Stand

60” x 48”;

48 x 36” (WH)

OVO Stand

with Canopy

60” x 48” (WH)

Mobile Stand

60” x 48”;

48” x 36” (WH)

Mobile Stand

with Shelf

60 x 48”; 48 x 36” (WH)

TeamBoard Wall Mount

TeamBoard Mobile StandOVO Stand

TeamBoard
Cabinet;

closed
(above)

and open
(right)

TEAMBOARD WALL MOUNTS
80” x 60”: Available in charcoal (TMWM8060CL)

or anodized frame finish (TMWM8060AN)

60” x 48”: Available in charcoal (TMWM6048CL)

or anodized frame finish (TMWM6048AN)

48” x 36”: Available in charcoal (TMWM4836CL)

or anodized frame finish (TMWM4836AN)

TEAMBOARD MOBILE STANDS
Mobile Stands: For 60” x 48” (TMMB6048CL) or
48” x 36”TeamBoards (TMMB4836CL)

60” Optional Equipment Shelf (TMEQS60CL)

48” Optional Equipment Shelf (TMEQS48CL)

Optional Keyboard Tray (TMKB)

T E A M B OA R D  C A B I N E T S

TeamBoard Wood Cabinets are available with

the following Veneer finishes: Black Oak, Dark

Oak, Medium Oak, Light Oak, Maple,

Mahogany, Walnut and Cherry.

60” x 48” (TMBW60): Bullnose Wood

48” x 36” (TMBW48): Bullnose Wood

TeamBoard Etex Cabinets are available in the

following finishes: EganMetallic, Taupe, Putty,

Platinum, Sand, Gray, Slate, Charcoal and Black.

60” x 48” (TMBX60): Bullnose Etex-Standard

48” x 36” (TMBX48): Bullnose Etex-Standard

Options include a 2nd Flipchart and a lock.

OVO STAND
For 60” x 48” TeamBoards (TMOVOSTAND60)

For 48” x 36” TeamBoards (TMOVOSTAND48)

Optional Light Control Canopy (TMOVO60LCC)

TEAMBOARD SUPPLIES
TeamBoard Markers: Package of 12, two of
each color or 12 of one color. Available colors
are Red (ACDZRD), Green (ACDZGR), Brown
(ACDZBR), Black (ACDZBL), Purple (ACDZPURPLE),
Blue (ACDZBLUE) and Assorted (ACDZ).

EganCloth: A 16” x 12” whiteboard cleaning
cloth. Available in a single-pack (EVEC1),
a 12-pack (EVEC12) and a 24-pack (EVEC24).

TeamBoard Stylus: Package of 12 (ACDZSTYLUS)
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Interactive Whiteboard Technology
mimio Xi is a lightweight, compact, and low cost device

that turns any whiteboard into an interactive board.

Whether used to digitally capture notes or drawings that

can be saved and/or integrated into other materials, or

with a multimedia projector to turn the whiteboard into

an interactive touch screen, students and teachers can

now be more engaged and interactive with class content. 

mimio Xi is a portable and low cost device that attaches

to any whiteboard (up to 4 x 8’ in size), connects to your

PC/Mac and when used with a projector, allows you

control your desktop applications and documents directly

from the board. Without a projector, mimio enables you

to digitally capture notes or drawings that can be saved,

shared, and/or integrated into other materials. 

Capture your whiteboard notes…
and your audience’s attention.
With Expo dry-erase markers inserted into the mimio stylus pens,

everything that you write or draw on the whiteboard is digitally

recorded —in color and real time— -in a highly portable and versatile

digital data format—so that it can be saved and:

◆ Email or print files. Print board notes in color with perfect resolution—

print for students with IEPs that require them

◆ Save as mimio files (.ink) or as images (jpg, .bmp, .pict) .ink files  can

be viewed as pages or replayed (stroke by stroke). Ideal for absent

students.  mimio .ink  data files are cross compatible between Mac

and Windows  computers.

◆ Export to HTML and post the board notes to websites

◆ Copy or paste any whiteboard notes into any MS Office or Win/Mac

application

◆ Export to iMovie and/or QuickTime (Mac)

◆ Link directly to NetMeeting or a 3rd party conferencing solutions to

share your whiteboard wiht remote locations

◆ Teachers can archive class notes while students focus on understanding

the lessons presented instead of copying the board.

Ultra-portability...
No computer required!
With mimio Xi’s built-in memory, notes can be recorded and stored with-

out a computer. After class, or at the end of the day, notes can be down-

loaded by connecting mimio Xi to your computer via the USB cable.

Turn any whiteboard
into an interactive whiteboard.
When used with a multimedia projector, teachers and students can
use one of the mimio stylus pens like a cordless mouse to control
(click, right click, drag and drop) computer applications and
documents directly from the whiteboard.

◆ Control applications such as PowerPoint slides, Word documents
and  Excel spreadsheets directly from the whiteboard

◆ Browse educational websites on the Internet

◆ Navigate interactive instructional CDs

◆ Annotate, mark-up and edit slides or screens directly at the board

◆ Perfect for front of class and whole class instruction as well as
allowing students to be more interactive and engaged.
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Elementary School
Project shared readings onto the whiteboard
and highlight new vocabulary words. Project
images of different volcanoes and point out
the differences between cinder cones,
composite and shield volcanoes. Let children
come to the board and interact with computer
software directly.

Middle / High School
Capture the steps to solving a multi-step math
equation and email the solutions to students
or post them to a website.
With the VCR-like playback feature, students
can rewind and replay the sequence of steps
ensuring that they arrive at the right solution.

Colleges / Universities
With mimio boardCast (Windows only), audio
can be synchronized with class notes to create
a file that enables students to see the notes
and hear the teacher’s explanation. Perfect for
distance and on-line learning applications.

Special Needs
With the playback feature, students can refer
back to and review notes as often as they
need to. With the zoom feature, visually-
impaired students can magnify a word,
equation or diagram so that it is visible. Best
of all, mimio Xi is compatible with the most
commonly used assistive technology products.

Using mimio Xi with
Apple iMovie and QuickTime
The notes, drawings and diagrams that are
created on your whiteboard can be exported
directly to iMovie and/or QuickTime
(Macintosh only) where audio, video and
other special effects can be added to create
dynamic, multimedia content which can be
played on any computer.

mimio Studio is a suite of software tools that allow you to capture, create,

and present information the way you want to. When used with mimio

hardware and a data projector, mimio Studio turns your whiteboard into a

powerful interactive presentation tool. Without a projector, mimio Studio

records handwritten notes and drawings directly from your mimio enabled

whiteboard. mimio Studio can even be used, without mimio hardware, to

prepare presentations and manipulate previously created content. mimio

Studio works with your existing mimio Xi and mimioBoard capture devices.

Create and Present
With a host drawing tool and an extensive gallery, including graphs and maps, it is easy to create

entire presentations. Incorporate text, images, and pictures from any application or the web

easily and quickly. Then use the same tools and features to interactively present your lessons.

Annotate
You can use any of mimio Studio’s drawing and  editing tools to markup applications and web

pages. All annotations are automatically saved for  later editing, printing, or exporting

Focus Attention
With a host of interactive tools it has never been easier to direct the attention of  your

audience. A spotlight tool allows  you hide the entire screen, except for a region you wish to

focus on. A reveal tools can be used to progressively  reveal bullet points and information in

any application.

Record Digital Ink
With mimio Studio’s wake-on-write technology  digital ink is automatically recorded from

whiteboard. With up to eight available marker sleeves and  two eraser sizes, mimio capture

devices provide the most flexible and advanced ink capture system on the market today.
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Interactive Digital Whiteboard 
The Numonics DPA (Digital Presentation Appliance) is an

advanced digital electronic board that turn a computer and

projector into a powerful tool for teaching, collaborating

and presenting.    

By touching the board surface with the electronic

Multimedia Pen, the teacher or presenter controls the

computer environment in real time. All program functions

are transferred to the pen enabling the presenter to stay

in front of the audience without touching the computer. 

Annotate, Spotlight and Reveal presentation tools are

available by touching the predefined Softkey with the

pen. Annotations can be made directly on the projected

images to improve audience retention of the material.

Note taking software automatically saves written notations

or illustrations for distribution during or after the session. Using the  DPA will improve the quality and content of your

presentation, resulting in greater audience participation and enhanced learning.  

The DPA is an “entry-level” interactive whiteboard. Windows-based, it has the basic feature set you need and is easy to

learn and use. No need to spend hours learning it, like other interactive systems. It will make a great impression and a fast

transition into your classroom, conference room or anywhere you need to present and exchange information. 

Fast and Reliable
Utilizes Digita Electromagnetic Technology which generates the fastest
data transfer rate and the most accurate representation of any
presentation product on the market today.  What you see is truly what
you get. With a resolution of 500 Ipi, the fastest writing or drawing is
captured in a natural and flawless manner. There are no distractions
caused by the cursor lagging behind the activity.

◆ Easily pick a point and get it the first time… Windows applications
require accuracy at picking points to size a screen, move an object or
drag and drop.  

◆ Offers a fast and accurate calibration process. Interactive whiteboards
must align the desktop mouse cursor with the mouse pointer).

14 Pre-defined Softkeys
The DPA comes with 14 Softkeys (the icon strips located on both sides of

the board for easy access) that are pre-defined with Presentation Tools,

Virtual WhiteBoard software, Calibration software and an Online Help

file. The Softkeys which are easy to use, permit great flexibility for the

presenter by easily creating an informative, entertaining and

memorable presentation. With the quick touch of a Softkey, you may

Annotate, Spotlight or Reveal over any Windows screen. These

Presentation Tools help to make presentations more dynamic and fun. 

Great Image Quality
Image quality really matters if you expect to keep the attention of your
audience. Utilizing a specially formulated matte surface, the brightest
LCD or DPL projectors produce a clear sharp image without any
distortions or annoying hotspots on the screen to distract the audience.
In addition, dry erase markers will not damage or ruin the matte finish.

One Multimedia Pen 
Given the fact that we were all taught to write using a natural
instrument called a pen, why would anyone want to use anything else?
The power should be IN your hand, not your hand!

The DPA multimedia pen has a familiar and natural shape making it
comfortable and intuitive to use. Electronic, it incorporates functions
that make it perfect for taking advantage of thousands of applications.
The multimedia pen has full mouse capabilities such as mouse drag and
drop, left click, left double click, right mouse click and right double click.  

Since it permits you to effectively control your computer environment,
there is no need to return to your keyboard to execute any commands.
You are free to focus your attention on your audience while they are
captivated by your presentation.

Simple method for modifying the color and size of the Annotation Pens
and the width of the Eraser.

F E AT U R E S
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MOBILEPRESENTER BT
Virtual WhiteBoard Software

Virtual WhiteBoard (VWB) software eliminates
the need for a traditional black or whiteboard.
Notes and illustrations are made with virtual
ink, so there is no chalk dust, dry erase marker
smell or running out of ink. Plus, all notes and
illustrations are automatically saved to the PC.

Additional Features
◆ Intuitive screen capture, viewing and

retrieval method.

◆ Online Help menu.

◆ Fast digital computer interface.

◆ Software upgrades for advanced users and
power presenters.

◆ Choice of corded or cordless pen.

◆ Durable, hard Formica surface.

◆ Special matte finish for great IQ-Image
Quality.

◆ Four-year warranty  

Optional Accessories
◆ Mobile stand or mobile adjustable stand

◆ USB Adapter

◆ RF Wireless Adapter

Application
◆ Teach and present with this easy-to-use 

digital presentation tool.

◆ Develop multimedia presentations quickly.

◆ Deliver entertaining and informative com-
puter generated presentations easily.

◆ “Get the picture” by bringing ideas to life
with Virtual WhiteBoard.

◆ Capture brainstorming ideas in color for
data sharing anytime.

◆ Annotate over computer-generated images
and capture them for future use.

◆ Only pay for the software features you
actually use. Upgrade whenever you are
ready for more advanced features.

◆ Take advantage of the “Classroom Tough”
surface material designed to take daily
abuse without damage.

◆ Project on to the DPA’s matte finish, which
delivers IQ (Image Quality) for easy viewing.

◆ Ideal for classroom instruction, ssoftware
training, multimedia presentations, group
collaboration, distance learning, multi-site
conferencing, shared whiteboard. 

Portable Presentation Device with Bluetooth
The Mobilepresenter BT communicates with the computer
through a wireless  Bluetooth interface that plugs into any
USB port on the computer. It allows you to navigate your
computer while moving around the conference room or
classroom. Presenters and teachers no longer need to stay
rooted to one place - behind a  lectern or in front of the
class. Mobilepresenter breaks the chains with innovative
Bluetooth technology. 

Unique Softkeys, located across the top of the tablet, allow
instant access to various captivating presentation tools, such
as Annotation Pens, Spotlight and Reveal. The software also
includes a library of clip art with over 2000 images. Now you
can enjoy a higher level of interaction with your audience while delivering more captivating
presentations or lessons. 

PI-1500 15” LCD Tablet Monitor
Now your monitor is also an interactive experience. Just
connect the PI-1500 to the computer’s USB and VGA
port, plug in the power cord and you’re ready to go.
Touch the screen with the Electronic Pen and experience
the immediacy and excitement of navigating any
Windows program with speed and accuracy. The PI-1500
utilizes electromagnetic technology, which guarantees
high  accuracy and fast data transfer speed. It also fea-
tures built-in speakers and an adjustable stand to
change the viewing angle for use at a podium, confer-
ence table or desk. Install the bundled software for a

variety of easy-to-use annotation and presentation tools. Ideal for the average  Windows user
who wants to benefit from interactive presentation technology without the hours of learning
and preparation time associated with other interactive presentation systems.

◆ Precise and lightweight cordless pens
provides all necessary mouse functions

◆ Live annotations over presentations,
programs, documents and web pages

◆ Clip art librarty for geography, math,
science, history and more

◆ Applicable to all Microsoft Office programs,
including PowerPoint, Excel and Word

◆ Virtual Whiteboard (VWB) to capture
written notes and ideas in color

◆ On-line help menu

◆ Fully battery-operated

◆ Maximum interaction with students or
audience because the teacher/presenter
isn’t required to remain at the front of the
room to conduct the lesson or presentation

◆ Cost effective alternative to an interactive
whiteboard—all the software features at a
fraction of the price

◆ Up to 4 units can be connected to one PC

◆ No software to install to replace the mouse

◆ Easy to learn and use. Simply pick up the

pen and replace the mouse.

◆ Easy to use presentation tools 

◆ Perfect for large venue presentations

◆ Electromagnetic technology makes it fast

and accurate—make your point quickly.

◆ Adjustable stand that pivots from 15° to 75°

◆ Built-in speakers and front panel controls

◆ Annotate directly on the LCD monitor
with the interactive pen for powerful
communication capabilities after installing
the software

◆ Deliver entertaining and informative
computer-generated presentations 
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Compact Electronic Copyboard
A  next generation  electronic whiteboard featuring a unique design that measures

only 46” by 28” and offers two writing surfaces — traditional white board or

flip-chart capabilities, the M-5 Copyboard allows flexibility that is not offered

anywhere else in the marketplace today. The board can be taken anywhere, including

off-site meetings, and can be mounted on any surface such as an office wall, a

cubicle wall or a traditional stand.

The  M-5 allows information written on the writing surface to be stored to internal

memory, or an optional CompactFlash memory card. To access the internal memory

“drive” a USB cable is attached to a PC, then the stored information is displayed

directly on your monitor or screen with no special software required. Notes stored in

internal memory or on a CompactFlash card can be easily printed out, stored on

networks or emailed to employees and business partners. The M-5 comes standard

with all the necessary accessories to function straight out of the box including, dry

erase markers, a USB cable, wall-mounting brackets, power cord and more.

◆ Half  the size of the M-10, the M-5 is packed
with advanced features and functionality, in
a much more lightweight size! 

◆ Use in standard horizontal position, or
flipchart style vertical format.Either work
with the optional expandable floorstand.

◆ Save your hand-written notes to the built-in
internal memory (1.8MB), or to a removable
CompactFlash card. Hook the M-5 directly to
your computer with a USB cable to print or
copy files. Or use a CompactFlash card for
file sharing on-the-go.

◆ When the writing on the copyboard is
downloaded to your computer, it is easily
viewed or edited with common
viewing/editing applications.

◆ Very portable, the M-5 is light enough for
one person to carry from room to room, or
to hang on your cubicle wall.

◆ The M-5 allows for black and white printing
through any USB enabled PC. Scan hand-
written notes to save them into PNG graphic
files. Hook your computer directly up to the
copyboard, or transfer the files via a CF card.
Open the scans in your web browser or any
graphics program, then print them out. 

◆ Includes wall mounting equipment. CF card
not included. Floor stand sold separately.

BF-030S: Standard width (36” x 51”) electronic copyboard, wall mountable and available

with optional wheeled floor stand. Optional PC interface kit also available. Copyboard

function includes a single panel copy and two panels reduced to one page option. This

electronic whiteboard is the popular choice for meeting professionals everywhere

because it delivers an extremely high performance value. 

BF-030W: Same as above, except in wide (36” x 71”) version

BF-041S: Same as the BF-030S except it icorporates an on-board USB to PC interface.

This allows data storage to a computer and operation through a computer.

BF-041W: Same as above, except in wide (36” x 71”) version

BF-035: A total of five surfaces, four writing surfaces and one to project upon, ensure

that you’ll never run out of space when presenting. Plus, you can keep writing without

losing your train of thought—once you’ve filled one screen, with the simple touch of a

button, the electronic whiteboard automatically scrolls the next surface out. Copyboard

function includes a single panel copy and a repeat feature which enables copying of the

previous panel.

O P T I O N A L  I N T E R FAC E  K I T
PC Interface Kit for BF-030S/W and BF-035: Add a direct connection between the
BF-030S/W or BF-035 and your computer. Operate the copyboard from your keyboard.
Save drawings to your hard drive for further editing, adding to office documents, or
attaching to e-mails. Consists of PCI card, RS-232 cable and software. 

BF Series
The economical BF Series comes with a built-in thermal printer (11-seconds

per copy), making it easy to save copies of your notes. With optional PC

connectivity, transfer your drawings to store, edit and distribute.
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With a built-in memory card slot, the M-10S (standard)

and M-10W (wide) give you the choice of printing out your

notes, or saving a digital copy to a CompactFlash memory

card.  Perfect for the corporate boardroom, education,

training, or brainstorming sessions, they enhance meeting

productivity by allowing participants to focus on the

meeting rather than taking notes. With memory card

functionality, the M-10S and  M-10W expand organization-

wide communications; allowing remote or absent partici-

pants to receive meeting results via e-mail or included in

an electronic presentation. 

The memory card function allows you to scan and save

written notes in PNG image format. The PNG image

format is a universal image type, and can be viewed in

either Explorer or Netscape browsers, as well as any image

program. Once you’ve saved a copy of your notes, you can

e-mail them to the entire office, add to a digital archive, or

integrate into training materials such as PowerPoint.

They allow or color or black and white printing with any PCL-compatible HP DeskJet printer. The popular Deskjet series of

USB printers from HP print onto standard 8.5 x 11” copy paper, cheaper and longer-lasting than thermal printer. You can

utilize the printer in either the copyboard's wall-mounted or floor-standing configuration.  

◆ Built-in memory card slot

◆ Fully functional easy-to-use and integrated
on-board control panel.

◆ Select between easy-to-read color copies or
economical and fast and black-and-white
copies to conserve printer ink.

◆ Up to 20 print-outs at a time from
copyboard.

◆ Adjustable density control of print-out.

◆ Repeat button allows you to print again
without re-scanning.

◆ Built-in power outlet and USB connection
for printer.

◆ Lightweight design for added portability
and wall mounting.

◆ Optional stand with casters allows for easy
room-to-room transfer.

◆ Available in in standard and wide models,
the M-10 series is ideal for the conference
room or lecture hall.  

M5 / M10S / M10W SPECIFICATIONS

M5 M10S M10W

Panel Size (HW) 24.6 x 40” 36 x 51” 36 x 70”

Readable Area (HW) 22.8 x 38.5” 33 x 49” 33 x 69”

Number of Panels 2 2 2

Grid 1.33 x 1.33” 2 x 2” 2 x 2”

Image Sensor CCD Optical Sensor CCD Optical Sensor CCD Optical Sensor

Print Method — Inkjet Inkjet

Paper — 8.5 x 11” Plain Paper 8.5 x 11” Plain Paper

Colors — 4-Color 4-Color

Built-in Memory 1.8MB Flash Memory — —

CF Card Memory CompactFlash Type I & II CompactFlash Type I & II CompactFlash Type I & II

Image File Format TIFF/PNG PNG PNG

PC Connection USB Cord — —

Included Accessories Wall-Mount Kit, USB Cable, Wall-Mount Kit, USB Cable (Printer),

Black & Red Markers, Eraser Markers (Black, Red, Blue, Green), Eraser

Optional Accessories Floor stand, Cubicle-Mount Floor Stand, Printer,

Kit, CompactFlash Card CompactFlash Card

F E AT U R E S


